Relationship between the loss of heterozygosity and tobacco smoking in pulmonary adenocarcinoma.
A loss of heterozygosity (LOH) is a major cause of lung carcinogenesis, and it is considered to be related to tobacco smoking in central type lung cancer. We investigated the relationship between LOH in lung adenocarcinoma and tobacco smoking. In a consecutive series of 50 patients with lung adenocarcinoma who underwent a surgical resection, cancer tissue specimens and corresponding normal peripheral lung and central bronchial tissue specimens were analyzed for LOH at the regions of D3S1234 (FHIT), D3S1300 (FHIT), D9S171 (CDKN2), and D17S796 (p53) by polymerase chain reaction using four fluorescence-labeled dinucleotide markers. To examine how cells are influenced by smoking, the A549 cell line was exposed to benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) for 24 weeks and then was subjected to the above analysis. The LOH in cancer tissue was thus detected in four (17%) patients at D3S1234, six (14%) at D3S1300, and seven (18%) at D17S796, but no LOH was detected in any normal tissue specimens. The incidence of LOHs in cancer tissue specimens from active smokers was 21% at D3S1234, 11% at D3S1300, and 19% at D17S796, whereas that of LOHs from nonactive smokers was 0% at D3S1234, 19% at D3S1300, and 14% at D17S796. Analyzing the relationship between the pack-year index and the presence of LOH, a significant difference was found among the active smokers. Besides, in the A549 cell line exposed to B[a]P, LOH was de novo detected in one (D2S123) of the nine regions examined. The incidence of LOH could be influenced by tobacco smoking in lung adenocarcinoma, thus suggesting the presence of an important event in the carcinogenesis of this disease.